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In the course of his famous travels, Gulliver is captured by miniature people who wage war on each other because of religious disagreement over how to crack eggs, is sexually assaulted by giants, visits a floating island, and decides that the society of horses is better than that of his fellow man.
Reprint of the original, first published in 1870.
Fact and fiction meet at the boundaries, the betwixt and between where transformations occur. This is the area of ambiguity where fiction and fact become endowed with meaning, and this is the area—where ambiguity, irony, and metaphor join forces—that Harold Scheub exposes in all its nuanced and evocative complexity in The Poem in the Story. In a career devoted to exploring the art of the African storyteller, Scheub
has conducted some of the most interesting and provocative investigations into nonverbal aspects of storytelling, the complex relationship between artist and audience, and, most dramatically, the role played by poetry in storytelling. This book is his most daring effort yet, an unconventional work that searches out what makes a story artistically engaging and emotionally evocative, the metaphorical center that Scheub calls "the
poem in the story." Drawing on extensive fieldwork in southern Africa and decades of experience as a researcher and teacher, Scheub develops an original approach—a blend of field notes, diary entries, photographs, and texts of stories and poems—that guides readers into a new way of viewing, even experiencing, meaning in a story. Though this work is largely focused on African storytelling, its universal applications emerge
when Scheub brings the work of storytellers as different as Shakespeare and Faulkner into the discussion.
Music, Poetry, and Narrative
African Stories
Kamusi Ya Tashbihi, Vitendawili, Milio Na Mishangao
Stories of Wisdom and Joy
Kiingereza-Kiswahili
kabtangan Iban maana
This thorough revision of Babbie's standard-setting text presents a succinct, straightforward introduction to the field of research methods as practiced by social scientists. Contemporary examples, such as terrorism, Alzheimer's disease, anti-gay prejudice and education, and the legalization of marijuana, introduce students to the how-tos and whys of social research methods. Updated with new data, expanded coverage of online research and other topics, and new Learning
Objectives for each chapter to focus students' attention on important concepts, this edition continues to be authoritative yet student-friendly and engaging as it helps students connect the dots between the world of social research and the real world. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Kitabu hiki ni mkusanyiko wa mashairi ya kisasa yaliyotungwa kwa umahili wa hali ya juu. Watunzi wametumia lugha ya picha kuzungumzia mambo mbalimbali hususan mapenzi na siasa. Kitabu hiki kitakupa burudani ya hali ya juu na kukurudishia moyo wa kupenda kusoma mashairi.
"This is a practical, do-it-yourself guide for leaders and facilitators wanting to help organisations to function and to develop in more healthy, human and effective ways as they strive to make their contributions to a more humane society. It has been developed by the Barefoot Collective. The guide, with its supporting website, includes tried and tested concepts, approaches, stories and activities. It's purpose is to help stimulate and enrich the practice of anyone supporting
organisations and social movements in their challenges of working, learning, growing and changing to meet the needs of our complex world. Although it is aimed at leaders and facilitators of civil society organisations, we hope it will be useful to anyone interested in fostering healthy human organisation in any sphere of life"--Barefoot Collective website.
Zweisprachig Deutsch Englisch
Swahili Tales
For Preachers and Teachers
A Guide to Psalms
Swahili-English Dictionary
African Books in Print

Linguistics and Literature is the first book to offer an overview of how linguistic theory can be applied to the oral and written literatures of the world
Ein Mann bleibt auf geheimnisvolle Weise jung. Auf dem Dachboden versteckt er ein Bildnis seiner selbst. Niemand darf es mehr sehen, denn es ist der Spiegel seiner Seele und offenbart alle seine begangenen Grausamkeiten. Der einst geäußerte Wunsch, das Bild solle an seiner Stelle altern, ist wahr geworden... Vom Meister des englischen Wortspiels Oskar Wilde. Version: Deutsch-Englisch in satzweiser Zuordnung. Somit lässt sich
die Übersetzung schnell finden, ohne aus dem Lesefluss zu geraten. Treten Sie mit uns in Kontakt, um folgendes Bonusmaterial zu erhalten: Hörbuch in Englisch (ca. 9 Stunden Audio) des gesamten Buches, ideal um das Hörverständnis zu verbessern Anki - Deck zum Lernen des wichtigsten englischen Wortschatzes Mit Anleitung und Hintergrundinfos zum schnellen Sprachen lernen Die Kontaktinformationen befinden sich am Ende des
Buches. Englisch lernen mit ,,Das Bildnis des Dorian Gray" Der englische Text und die deutsche Übersetzung sind in diesem Buch in Spalten satzweise nebeneinander angeordnet (Paralleler Text, Zweisprachig, Bilingual) Ihre Vorteile Sie können sofort kontrollieren ob Sie etwas verstanden haben, ohne lange suchen zu müssen Sie können so den englischen Text lesen und brauchen nur den Bruchteil einer Sekunde um eine fehlende
Übersetzung zu finden. So geraten Sie nicht aus dem Lesefluss und können die Geschichte wirklich genießen. Die Übersetzung orientiert sich sehr dicht am Original. Dies macht eine Zuordnung von Deutsch zu Englisch sehr einfach. Das Buch hat einen Wortschatz von circa 7300 Wörtern auf Niveau B2 - C1 des GER. Es kann von Anfängern und Fortgeschrittenen benutzt werden, Wortschatz schnell zu erweitern. Warum Oscar Wilde
zum Englisch lernen Oscar Wilde war bekannt für seine brillante Rhetorik, und entwickelt in seinem Roman einen Sprachwitz der das Englisch lernen zum Vergnügen macht Weltliteratur, die mehrfach verfilmt wurde, Sprachwitz der zum Schmunzeln bringt - das macht Englisch lernen einzigartig und besonders einprägsam Extensives Lesen und Englisch lernen mit parallelen Texten: Warum? Extensives Lesen bedeutet hier Lesen, sehr
viel Lesen in einer Fremdsprache. Dabei kommt es nicht darauf, an jedes Wort zu verstehen, sondern der Handlung zu folgen und herauszufinden, was als Nächstes passiert. Der Spaß am Lesen steht im Vordergrund. Kato Lomb, eine ungarische Dolmetscherin, die viele Sprachen fließend beherrschte, beschrieb in ihrem Buch ,,Wie lerne ich jede Sprache" wie sie extensives Lesen benutzte um schnell ihren Wortschatz zu erweitern. Der
amerikanische Linguist Stephen Krashen bezeichnet extensives Lesen als das wirksamsten Mittel zum Spracherwerb und veröffentlichte viele Artikel zu diesem Thema. Learn German with ,,The picture of Dorian Gray" Your advantages: The original text and the literary translation are placed in parallel vertical columns side by side. Therefore you can check almost instantly whether you understand or not. This is ideal to increase your
vocabulary significantly very fast. To be able to look them up faster the sentences are alternately colored. So you can truly enjoy the story since you need only a split second to check the translation. The German translation is very close to the English original. This makes understanding simple and lookup of difficult words fast. The book has a vocabulary of about 7300 words. The language level is very high, but even beginners can read
the books because of the parallel text alignment.
The Philippines series of the PALI Language Texts, under the general editorship of Howard P. McKaughan, consists of lesson textbooks, grammars, and dictionaries for seven major Filipino languages.
The Rough Guide to Tanzania
Once Upon a Time in Africa
English & English Literature
Performing the Nation
Luo Biological Dictionary
The Barefoot Guide to Working with Organisations and Social Change
Reflects what traditional proverbs used in Christian catechetical, liturgical, and ritual contexts reveal about Tanzanian appropriations of and interpretations of Christianity.
On Swahili sayings, their meaning and usage.
This rich collection of nearly a hundred stories from every part of Africa--legends and folktales, myths and parables, poems, prayers and proverbs--probes deeply into the heart and our relationships with God and one another.
A New Certificate Chemistry
Gulliver's Travels
Four Centuries of Swahili Verse
Kamusi ya sheria
Swahili Proverbs
Barbarians in the Greek and Roman World
Introduces and studies in detail twenty of the most commonly used Psalms, with general notes on the historical and literary background of the book of Psalms as a whole and on some of the ways in which different churches are using Psalms in worship today.
A Kiswahili translation of Julius Caesar. William Shakespeare's Julius Caesar is the first of his three Roman history plays. Closely based on actual events chronicled in Plutarch's Lives, this play is the story of the tragic downfall of Caesar and those who conspired against him. Many of Shakespeare's most memorable
lines are found here, in what is considered by some to be the greatest tragedy ever written.
This volume covers the 2006 subject specifications for all exam boards. The text is laid out in 'sound bite' boxes to aid recollection, with clearly labelled diagrams to add visual clarity and further demonstrate the subject matter.
Das Bildnis Des Dorian Gray - Englisch Lernen Mit Der L-R Methode
The Basics of Social Research
Raha Ya Dodo Lisiwe Dogo
Methali Zaidi Za Kiswahili Toka Afrika Mashariki
(Swahili)
Juliasi Kaizari (Julius Caesar)
The Rough Guide to Tanzania is the definitive guide to one of Africa's most beautiful destinations, with clear maps and detailed coverage of all the best attractions from climbing Mount Kilimanjaro to the exotic Indian Ocean beaches of Zanzibar. You'll also find an in-depth guide to Tanzania's spectacular wildlife and national parks, and the most accurate map of the magically labyrinthine Stone Town based on satellite imagery.
From Tanzania's volcanic landscapes of Ngorongoro Crater to arranging a Serengeti safari, the guide includes practical information on getting there and around, plus reviews of the best Tanzanian hotels, restaurants, bars and shopping for all budgets. You'll find introductory sections on Tanzania's cultural customs, health, food, drink and outdoor activities as well as specialist Tanzanian tour operators and an introduction to learning
Kiswahili. Rely on expert background information on everything from bull-fighting in Pemba through to the mosaic of ethnic groups in Tanzania. Explore all corners of this fascinating country with the clearest maps of any guide. Make the most of your holiday with The Rough Guide to Tanzania.
This highly illustrated and definitive dictionary, by two renowned biologists - one Kenyan, one Canadian - contains extensive coverage of the flora, fauna and animals of the Lake Victoria region of East Africa occupied by the Luo community, and is based on ten years of research by the authors. It is an expansion of the 1972 publication Luo-English Botanical Dictionary of Plant Names and Their Uses and now provides more
botanical entries and an additional section consisting of a zoological dictionary. The individual entry comprises Luo terminology, its botanical/zoological equivalent, common name (when applicable), physical description, its prevalence, and its respective economic use.
Since its founding in 1964, the United Republic of Tanzania has used music, dance, and other cultural productions as ways of imagining and legitimizing the new nation. Focusing on the politics surrounding Swahili musical performance, Kelly Askew demonstrates the crucial role of popular culture in Tanzania's colonial and postcolonial history. As Askew shows, the genres of ngoma (traditional dance), dansi (urban jazz), and taarab
(sung Swahili poetry) have played prominent parts in official articulations of "Tanzanian National Culture" over the years. Drawing on over a decade of research, including extensive experience as a taarab and dansi performer, Askew explores the intimate relations among musical practice, political ideology, and economic change. She reveals the processes and agents involved in the creation of Tanzania's national culture, from
government elites to local musicians, poets, wedding participants, and traffic police. Throughout, Askew focuses on performance itself—musical and otherwise—as key to understanding both nation-building and interpersonal power dynamics.
Swahili Music and Cultural Politics in Tanzania
A Literary History and Anthology
Swahili
A Handbook of the Swahili Language as Spoken at Zanzibar
Tausug-English dictionary
Towards an African Narrative Theology
The study of narrative—the object of the rapidly growing discipline of narratology—has been traditionally concerned with the fictional narratives of literature, such as novels or short stories. But narrative is a transdisciplinary and transmedial concept whose manifestations encompass both the fictional and the factual. In this volume, which provides a companion piece to Tobias Klauk and Tilmann K ppe’s Fiktionalit t: Ein
interdisziplin res Handbuch, the use of narrative to convey true and reliable information is systematically explored across media, cultures and disciplines, as well as in its narratological, stylistic, philosophical, and rhetorical dimensions. At a time when the notion of truth has come under attack, it is imperative to reaffirm the commitment to facts of certain types of narrative, and to examine critically the foundations of this commitment.
But because it takes a background for a figure to emerge clearly, this book will also explore nonfactual types of narratives, thereby providing insights into the nature of narrative fiction that could not be reached from the narrowly literary perspective of early narratology.
What did the ancient Greeks and Romans think of the peoples they referred to as barbari? Did they share the modern Western conception—popularized in modern fantasy literature and role-playing games—of "barbarians" as brutish, unwashed enemies of civilization? Or our related notion of "the noble savage?" Was the category fixed or fluid? How did it contrast with the Greeks and Romans' conception of their own cultural
identity? Was it based on race? In accessible, jargon-free prose, Erik Jensen addresses these and other questions through a copiously illustrated introduction to the varied and evolving ways in which the ancient Greeks and Romans engaged with, and thought about, foreign peoples—and to the recent historical and archaeological scholarship that has overturned received understandings of the relationship of Classical civilization to
its "others."
This paper analyzes the macroeconomics of HIV/AIDS. The paper highlights that the mortality and morbidity associated with AIDS make it unlike most other types of sickness and disease. The paper describes the most common approaches used in accounting for growth in the context of an HIV/AIDS epidemic. The impact of HIV/AIDS on education and the accumulation of human capital is discussed. The paper also discusses the
impact of HIV/AIDS on the public sector, and elaborates certain demographic events specific to the HIV/AIDS pandemic.
Cuba-twenty-five Years of Revolution, 1959-1984
Archetypal Criticism of Kiswahili Poetry
Pangasinan Dictionary
Fifty Years with the Golden Rule
Narrative Factuality
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